Mach 3 Management brings the challenging and high-octane world of aviation to your event or business training.

Using high-spec bespoke Virtual Reality simulators and coached by experienced combat decorated fighter pilots, it is time to unleash your team to supersonic speeds.

Teambuilding,
Decision making,
Stress & workload management,
And a variety of other skills,
VITAL to fighter pilots and modern business alike, tailored to your needs.

We are combat-proven and ready to help your team/business reach for the skies.

“By failing to prepare you are preparing to fail”
Benjamin Franklin

27 OLD GLOUCESTER STREET
WC1N 3AX LONDON

info@mach3management.com
0800 689 1841

VAT registered : 294387751
Company number: 11289513

www.mach3management.com

YouTube Facebook Twitter @mach3management
 Serious team building:
Prepare, brief, fly in Virtual Reality and debrief a mission with fighter pilots combat proven methods. Instructed by a combat decorated naval aviator.

- Workload management
- Stress management
- Decision making
- Communication
- Adapt the methods to your current position

- Training delivered in the place of your choice.
- Up to 3 pilots & 3 navigators per mission.
- 24 trainees max.
- Enquire for bigger groups.

 Stress management class:
Discover the “TOP”: a visualization method used in the French military to deal with stress & workload management, improve your efficiency and preserve your health.
- Training available with or without the simulators.
- 2 hour class to full day event.

 Corporate/private event:
Fly in a jet or spitfire, as a team, alone or against each other.
- Up to 3 pilots & 3 navigators per mission.
- Up to 36 people entertained per hour.

 Speaker:
Professional training, motivation, aviation

 Other:
- Up to 11 pilots + 3 navigators linked together possible for special events (70 people entertained in virtual reality per hour!)
- Several days events, workshops.
- Special coaching.
- Real aviation
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Our needs:

- 25 sq metres or more
- 2 electrical sockets
- We can be setup outside
- 2.5 hours to be setup
- 1.5 hours to leave
- Access for simulators 1.2m wide – 1.7m long – 50kg
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Your Trainer: “Até”

- Dual citizen Canadian and French “Até” grew up on RAF Linton-On-Ouse with an exchange instructor father on the RAF Jet Provost. After being Europe’s youngest pilot at 15 in 2001 and flying in the French national Precision Flying team for the 2006 World Championships, he joined the French Navy to fly jets.

- After 26 months as an exchange Officer in the US NAVY he graduated as a Naval Aviator and flew Super-Etendard from the aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle. In 2014 he transitioned to the Dassault Rafale.

- “Até” deployed several times including after the 2015 French terrorist attacks. He flew missions over Iraq, flying combat missions from the French aircraft carrier both at night and day. He received a Cross for Military Valour for meritorious action in the face of the enemy.

- Flying several seasons in the French Navy Tactical Display as wingman he became the Leader of the display in 2017. Meanwhile, he was appointed Rafale Navy Subject Matter Expert and chief instructor for the Rafale in the Navy.

- Leaving the military to fly for a Major Airline on the Boeing 737MAX, he decided to share his unique experience.

- “Até” holds over 2500 hours of flight time including more than 1850 hours on fighter aircraft. He flew a wide range of aircraft from general aviation or aerobatic aircraft to Business jets and of course fighter aircraft. He holds over 200 carrier landings. Enjoying triathlon he took part in the 2007 Amateur Long distance Triathlon World Championships and in the 2009 Amateur Short Distance Duathlon World Championships.

- He spoke for events or companies like Dassault, Safran, MBDA, Thales, The London Tech Week, EdTechXEurope.

- Married with a family of three, they now live in Hampshire.
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Goal

- Discover how fighter pilots manage stress, workload, make decisions, communicate, plan, brief, execute, debrief and improve after every single mission.
- Instructed by a combat decorated Naval aviator, Rafale instructor.
- Every class is tailored to the team need.

Timeline example:

- 0750-0800: Meet & greet
- 0800-0810: Safety + installation briefing on the simulators
- 0810-0840: Discovery of the flight simulators (basic handling flight)
- 0845-1000: Briefing on fighter pilot techniques & methods
- 1005-1055: Mission preparation
- 1100-1120: Mission Briefing
- 1120-1150: Mission
- 1155-1230: Mission + morning Debriefing

Mission example:

- Learn about the fighter pilot methods.
- Brainstorm how to conduct a reconnaissance mission in enemy territory with three aircraft.
- Plan how to fly over the targets and minimize time over enemy territory.
- Brief the mission to make sure everyone knows the plan and work as a team.
- Perform the mission and change your plans to adapt to the situation, enemy aircraft and air defense.
- Debrief your individual and team performance, identify the key points and lessons learned.
- Leave the training session with new knowledge and methods used in £100.000.000 planes that you have experienced by yourself and with your team.